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ABSTRACT

In this project an ECG measurement and wave identification system was made. The measuring system
hardware is based on a Texas Instruments ADS1298ECG amplifier and analog-to-digital converter
board. The measurement and processing software was created in LabVIEW environment using the
built-in functions of the Biomedical toolkit. Initially, the theory behind heartbeat and its effect on the
skin surface potential are presented. Then the measurement techniques of these are described. The
research group provide information on the mathematical background of how the ECG curve is pro-
cessed and the waves are identified. The HRV analysis, the statistical analysis of identified R waves are
described. Subsequently, publications dealing with electrocardiographic examinations in various fields
will be presented. Then an overview of the specifications of the amplifiers used in this work and the
capabilities of their original software are given. The final device structure is presented. The system
validation process and the properties of the reference devices are illustrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From the outset, the primary goals of technological development have been to extend human
life and improve quality. Increasing life expectancy requires not only new drugs and treatments,
but also the development of diagnostic systems. With such tools, teams of medical experts
measure various vital parameters and physiological values. However, not only doctors but
engineers are also needed to build such systems. This requires close cooperation between two
very different disciplines, which is a major challenge. For the past year and a half, our research
group has been fortunate enough to participate in such a project. Our goal was to integrate the
complex study developed by Dr. M�at�e Petrekanits and his team into a complex measurement
system. The purpose of the measurement system is to determine the fatigue, stress levels and
overall ability of airplane and helicopter pilots and air traffic controllers to perform their job.
This requires simultaneous ECG (electrocardiography), EEG (electroencephalography), skin
temperature, muscle oxygenation and vascular stiffness tests at rest. As part of this was given
the task of developing the hardware and software for the electrocardiographic part of the ex-
amination. The first part of the project is to review the technical details of the ECG amplifier
used for testing and initial measurement, and then to present a higher level board embedded in
the final system. The research group describes the LabVIEW development environment used to
create the software and the SPI-USB board used for communication. This paper is part of larger
research project, further results will be published in [1, 2].

2. THEORY OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY

The ECG is the complex uptake of all action potentials generated by myocardial nodes and
cells. Each wave or segment of the ECG corresponds to a specific event in the electrical cycle
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of the heart. When the atrium is filled with blood, the SA
node sends a signal, the electrical signals spread throughout
the atrium and depolarize it. This is represented by the P
wave on the ECG. Atrial contraction, or atrial systole,
approx starts 100 ms after the start of the P wave. The P-Q
segment denotes the period during which the signals travel
from node SA to node AV. The QRS complex represents the
initiation of the AV node signal and represents ventricular
depolarization: The Q wave corresponds to depolarization of
the interventional septum. The R wave is produced by de-
polarization of the main mass of the chambers. The S wave
represents the last phase of ventricular depolarization at the
base of the heart. Atrial repolarization also occurs at this
time, but the signal is obscured by the large QRS complex.
The S–T segment reflects the pause in myocardial action
potential. In this case, the chambers contract and pump
blood. The T wave represents ventricular repolarization just
before ventricular relaxation or diastole. The cycle is
repeated with every heartbeat. During this work other ref-
erences are processed [4–6] (Fig. 1).

2.1. Theory of wave identification [7]

The first step in identifying the R peak is to preprocess the
signal. This requires the identification of the QRS complex,
which is carried out using the first and second derivatives.
After that, even a signal smoothing is performed with
bandpass. Preprocessing is followed by a Hilbert trans-
formation of the signal. The Hilbert transform is one of the
most important and common transformations used to detect
the QRS complex and the R wave. The Hilbert transform of
the real function f(t) is as follows:

Hff ðtÞg ¼ −

1
p

Z þ∞

−∞

f ðτÞ dτ
τ � t

*f ðtÞ (1)

The Hilbert transformation can be defined as the convo-
lution between functions and “�1/pt”. So if we take the
definition of the Fourier transformation, we get:

FfHff ðtÞgg ¼ jsgnðuÞFðuÞ ; (2)

where sgn is a signum function. As a result of this trans-
formation, the points intersecting zero become dominant
vertices. Adaptive threshold technique ends with peak
identification. In this technique, we define a threshold pair
of ULT (“Up Limited Threshold”) and DLT (“Down Limited
Threshold”), where THmþ1 and THfþ1 are the values of the
general threshold, THm and THf the initial values of the
threshold. The delta is the difference between the two.

THmþ1 ¼ THm �WmΔ (3)

THfþ1 ¼ THf �WfΔ (4)

Δ ¼ ��THm � THf

�� (5)

The parameters Wf and Wm are factors of the error mass,
which show different values for the number of error detected
peaks in each section. Following this step, the output is a
waveform consisting of separate dominant vertices which
accurately represent the location of the peak of the R wave.

2.2. ECG leads

The 12-lead ECG is so called because it provides twelve
ECG signals. It uses a reference electrode placed on the
right foot (RL) and nine exploratory electrodes: three limb
electrodes are placed on the right arm (RA), the left arm
(LA) and the left leg (LL), and six electrodes are placed on
the trunk near the heart. The position of the electrodes and
the signals that can be recorded from the six electrodes
above the torso are called precordial leads and are also
referred to simply as “thoracic” leads or V1 to V6 wires,
while limb signals are called cardinal Einthoven leads, also
called LEADs I, II, and III, or simply "limbs". For chest
signals, the potential measured at a given point is relative to
a central potential value generated inside the amplifier. It is
called WCT, or Wilson Central Terminal. More than three
augmented signals exist. These could be get from the limb
signals by calculation, similarly to the V1–V6 signals these
are also unipolar [8].

3. ADS1298ECG AMPLIFIER [9–11]

The Texas Instruments ADS1298ECG-FE board is used for
measuring. But since the tool we needed to communicate
with LabVIEW via SPI was not in our possession yet the
data was initially collected by its own software, which we
saved in .txt file format and processed it after conversion.
The ADS1298ECG-FE is used to evaluate the ADS1298
chip for ECG and EEG applications. The ADS1x98ECG-FE
is not a reference model for ECG and EEG applications;
rather, it aims to accelerate evaluation and system devel-
opment. The output of ADS1298 produces a raw, unfiltered
ECG signal.

Hardware details:

� Configurable for bipolar or unipolar power supply.
� It can be set for internal and external clock and reference

via jumper settings.
� Configurable for AC- or DC-switched inputs.
� Configurable for up to 12 standard ECG leads.
� External Right Leg Drive (RLD) Reference (VCC� VEE)/2.
� External Wilson central voltage.
� Easy connection to popular ECG simulators (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. ECG wave structure [3]
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4. COMMUNICATION AND DATA COLLECTION

4.1. SPI communication

As mentioned in the previous section, the ADS1298ECG-FE
includes a MMB0 communication and acquisition card that
allows you to communicate via a USB serial port, but real-
time display of all channels was a prerequisite for the
project. Based on the tests and the documentation we found,
we came to the conclusion that this is not possible with
MMB0. So we needed a general-purpose serial-spi converter.

4.1.1. NI USB-8452 [11]. The NI USB-8452 is a high-speed
USB device with both I2C (up to 3.3 MHz) and SPI (up to 50
MHz) connections, eight chip selection lines and eight
general purpose DIO cables. The NI USB-8452 has a pro-
grammable reference voltage that allows communication
between I2C, SPI, and DIO at multiple logic levels.

4.1.2. LabView code

Measurement initialization. The first step in preparing
the measurement is to configure the SPI communication, as

the 8,452 can work in several ways. As shown in Fig. 3, as the
“Device select” input specifies which port is located on the
device, the 3.3 V signal is given as a constant. This is fol-
lowed by the clock (1 kHz), polarity (0), and phase (1)
settings, and we specify that the amplifier is connected to a
zero “chip select” branch. Once you are done with this,
direct communication with the amplifier will begin. The
basic commands are 16 bit lines of code as shown in Fig. 3.

The following subVI is a two-state electrode register
configuration program. As shown in Fig. 4, the “Electrodes”
enumeration control allows the operator to select whether
the measurement is performed by placing chest plus limb
electrodes or by limb only. The figure shows details of how
the software sends commands to the amplifier in sequence to
modify each channel register. The commands consist of
eight bits three times. The difference between the last bit in
the last byte means for the amplifier that CH1 must be
turned off and CH2 must be turned on. With full electrode
placement, each channel receives an enabling command.
After that, another subVI deals with setting other registers
that make resolutions, reference voltages, clock speeds,
measurement speeds, and a number of other settings, also in

Fig. 2. Original and modified jumper placements (oroginal: red, modified: green)

Fig. 3. SPI INIT subVI
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some cases depending on how many electrodes are used.
Finally, all registers are read back by the software for control
purposes. This completes the initialization of the measure-
ment.

Data collection and decoding. When the software rea-
ches the “Measurement” state, it starts the “ECG READ”
cycle shown in Fig. 5. Here, every 2ms, the program sends a
simple value read command to the amplifier, which re-
sponds immediately.

The incoming SPI data is twelve times a 24 bit binary
number string to be interpreted.

The bit sequence is encoded with “MSB first” and two’s
complement. Figure 6 shows the decoding program code.
Although the original data is 24 bits, LabVIEW can only
store this on 32 bits, so it comes from the scanner, We
convert the binary number to a boolean array. We erase the
first eight blank values, then separate the sign bit and pro-
duce the decoded number depending on its value. Once
decomposition and decoding are done, we use the current

timestamp to convert the values to “waveform” variables and
send them to hidden displays. Each display has a value
readout, as shown in Fig. 7, and is positioned in the display
cycle. This cycle is designed to allow the operator to choose
from any lead that he wants to monitor in real time, without
having to load the measuring device with 12 continuous
displays. This allows you to choose from a drop-down menu
which signal to display on the front panel, on which graph.
The drop-down menu values are monitored in a separate
cycle with a slower refresh rate to avoid unnecessary
workloads on resources.

The remaining measurement time is set in the data
reader cycle and the cycle is closed after the time has elapsed.

4.2. Saving

After closing the measuring cycle, the enum value of the
status selector changes to the save state. The collected data is
saved in a “.csv” format with time stamps and columns. The
file is named “ECG Channels” and contains the date

Fig. 4. Electrode register modifications

Fig. 5. ECG READ cycle
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“ECG_Channels__2019-05-31_02-41-23.csv” with an accu-
racy of 1 s. After the empty new file is created, we pre-pre-
pare the header so that the complete 13, 12 lead plus time,
column that comes out of the measuring cycle can be written
without modification. At the same time, all the signals from
the entire measurement period are displayed on separate
graphs on a new tab for the purpose of retrospective ex-
amination. After that, the processing section of the software
follows.

5. PROCESSING PROGRAM

5.1. Initialization

The ECG processing phase of the completed software begins
with an initialization state. Here, from the main cluster, we
extract the string array of 12 channel values collected
throughout the measurement, which is converted into a
waveform variable and reordered into a new cluster. How-
ever, before, it sends them one at a time through a “detrend”
filter, this is responsible for removing baseline migration.
The data then enters the while loop of this state, where
operators have the choice of which derivation they want to
process and what parameter settings, and an interval cut
option is included. It appears as two graph displays, one
showing the shape of one of the leads for the entire 6-minute
measurement, and if there were unobtrusive artifacts that
you’d rather not process, you can use two cursors to enter a
new start and end point, an enlarged view of the cut interval
is shown. If the operator clicks the start button, the waves
that have already been cut will be saved in a “tdms” file,
which will be overwritten during each inter-working backup,

which will be needed for wave identification. The interface
for these processes is shown in Fig. 8.

5.2. Wave Identification

After initialization, the software enters the main ECG pro-
cessing state. Here, the previously saved .tdms file and the
configured parameters are retrieved. On a new display tab,
each of the twelve, only 6 at limb measurements, appears on
the user interface without baseline wandering. Meanwhile,
the biomedical toolkit feature extractor function performs
PQRST wave identification on the selected lead. It outputs
an array of clusters containing the start and end times of the
P, QRS complex, R, and T waves of each identified heart
rate. The processor continues to work with these time in-
dexes. The identification of P and T waves is very difficult
and it is not possible to determine universal identification
parameters, and although the program attempts to process
these in all cases, experience shows that a medical review is
required to examine these results. In contrast, R-wave
identification is a well-defined method, only changing pa-
rameters in the case of severe heartbeat abnormalities and
disorders, and, of course, examining different leads. As a
default setting, physicians have recommended the use of
“LEADII” limb lead, with parameters optimized for this
purpose as well as test measurements. In order to determine
the quality of the wave identification, a coloring view has
been added to the processor (Fig. 9).

5.3. HRV analysis [12]

HRV analysis is the examination of heart rate variability.
HRV analysis is based on the RR interval time chart, the
sequence of intervals between successive fiducial (“5 refer-
ence”) points of the QRS complexes in electrocardiography.
It should be noted that the R–R interval diagram is actually a
sequence of events and is not a continuous signal of equal
sampling. This fact is significant, especially when analyzing
the frequency range. One of the most important displays
with which to start evaluation is the R–R diagram on the
“spline” tab and the spline function that is fitted to it.

The fitted function is a sixth degree polynomial that
approximates the change in mean heart rate over time. This
is only possible with sufficient amount of data, so if the
tracking function does not fit properly in the chart, it will
not be displayed. It is worth starting the evaluation with this

Fig. 6. Decoding program

Fig. 7. Display cycle
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display because it is clearly displayed here if there was an
error in the wave identification. It could be a mistake if an
artifact noise was identified as a stroke at this time with
extremely high bpm, or if a real stroke could not be iden-
tified, then a strikingly low bpm would appear. Since such
cases may occur, it is important that you do not have to
repeat the entire measurement. For this reason, a secondary
and final filter surface is created. At the bottom of Fig. 10
there are two slider interval filters. There is a bpm filter on
the left, which is good if you have to cut one or two outliers
during the measurement. The right side allows for timely
cutting. The switch can be used to decide whether the

operator wants to remove an intermediate interval (for
example: During measurement, an external effect caused a
disturbance in the signal between 120 and 130 s) or to
process only the appropriate signal between two disturbed
signal parts (Fig. 11).

Figure 12 shows the fast Fourier transformation display.
As it was read at the beginning of this chapter, this FFT does
not need to be interpreted in the same way as the display of a
time-constant sampling signal in the frequency domain.
This chart translates the rate of change in heart rate into a
frequency range. The three colors represent the three specific
speeds of this rate of change. The red area shows very small

Fig. 8. Init interface

Fig. 9. Wave identification cycle
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changes in VLF (very low frequency). The green area reflects
the amount of slow changes in LF (“low frequency”). Finally,
blue HF (“high frequency”) shows fast pacing changes. For
the medical team, the most important metric from this data
is the LF/HF dimensionless ratio.

A Poincar�e chart for a medically important representa-
tion of R–R intervals. As shown in Fig. 12, the intervals,
unlike other displays, are not displayed in bpm (beat per
minute) but in original seconds. Namely, we represent it as a
function of the preceding period as follows: Horizontal axis
RRn (s), vertical axis RRnþ1 (s). This picture gives a good
description of the patient’s air quality, which the medical
team draws from the distribution and symmetry of the set of
points (Fig. 13).

Fig. 10. Colored control display

Fig. 11. R–R diagram with spline function

Fig. 12. HRV FFT diagram

Fig. 13. Poincar�e diagram
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The final display of the analysis is a simple histogram.
Which indicates the occurrence of a given heart rate by the
number of pieces. Figure 14 illustrates the two distinct peaks
of the histogram, the reason being that the heart rate is
accelerated by inhalation and slows down by exhalation,
resulting in an exhalation peak and an inhalation peak. The
significant values on this tab are the maximum and mini-
mum heart rate, the difference between them, and the
pNN50. PNN50 is a percentage value, counting the number
of cases where the absolute difference between consecutive R
intervals was greater than 50 ms, then dividing this number
by the total number of R intervals identified, multiplied by
100 to obtain the percentage value. Once all the necessary
filtering has been completed and the analysis found to be
satisfactory, clicking on the "Done" button will allow oper-
ators to move on to the next part of the software.

5.4. Diagnosis

One of the special features of the software is that it not only
displays the values used for measured and calculated di-
agnostics, but also includes an evaluation program section
which, based on the given results, draws attention to possible
problems if they are outside the optimum section. You do
this in the following way. The ECG results are read and then
assigned to a group of patients with a diagnosis made by
physicians relative to the given thresholds.

5.5. Riport generation

Given that this measuring system is intended to be used by a
medical team to investigate physically and mentally stren-
uous people, an important consideration when designing the
software was that, once the testing and evaluation had been
completed, the test personnel could present some tangible
product to the test subject or his/her employer. For this
reason, at the end of the software measurement process, we
created an automated report generating program. Reporting
is located in the state machine just before the “Stop” state, so
by the time the operator gets there, he has finalized all the
results and processing. We have created a Word template
that will be called by the software and filled in using pre-set
bookmarks. Which charts and values to include, and the
layout and presentation we created with the medical team in
series. As the program runs, a new word document pops up
and fills in quickly, without the need to open Word in
advance. The file is saved by the manager, with the name
and location of your choice, and of course you can modify
the file.

6. VALIDATION

The system was validated by a medical team, in two inde-
pendent verifications. For the first time, we performed

Fig. 14. HRV histogram
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simultaneous measurements on volunteers. For the second
time, our software was compared to an ECG generator de-
vice. Simultaneous data acquisition was performed with a
Polar H2 Activity Chest Sensor [13].

For even greater compliance, we performed measure-
ments with another professional medical device. Dr. M�at�e
Petrekanits provided us with a SIM-02 ECG signal generator
[14]. With this tool we have done many complete 12-lead
measurements. The peculiarity of such measurements is that
it provides a constant heart rate over human subjects, which
we can control. This is known as the "input" of the system,
that is, what the measurement software should achieve.
During the measurements, we set a continuous sinusoidal
baseline wander to the signal to test the operation of the
baseline wander filtering program. With the device we
measured the signals generated at 30, 60 and 90 bpm con-
stant values with our own system (Fig. 15).

The meter worked properly. The maximum difference
for the ninety heart rate was 0.5%, for the sixty 0.4% and for
the thirty 0.3%, given that the signal generator’s technical
specification states that it is capable of keeping the heart rate
to within 1% in all cases. Our system measured within error
limits (Fig. 16).

7. SUMMARY

At the beginning of this article, the reader was introduced to
the physics of the heart, and more specifically its properties
for use in electrocardiographic diagnostics. Then came the
theory of ECG measurements, the positioning of the elec-
trodes and the geometry of the leads. Information is pro-
vided on the HAT method used for R peak identification
and on how to analyze the detected pulse in HRV tests.
We have selected the necessary hardware for the planned
measuring device. Subsequently, a communication interface
and data acquisition structure were created for the completed

measuring device. We have developed a complex automated
ECG signal processing software that can be displayed to the
operator to meet any medical requirement. We have created a
self-report generating program component that serves as the
primary output of the system along with raw voltage data.
The finished device was validated against two independent
medically recognized devices, an ECG meter and a signal
generator.
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